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Abstract Production systems are special performance

systems which generate physical goods from input mate-

rial. Therefore, the methods of system analysis, the limit

performance and queuing laws and the strategies, which

have been developed for general performance systems such

as logistics systems, can be applied to production systems.

This article describes strategies and standard procedures

for production planning and scheduling, which result from

the logistic approach.
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1 Introduction

Since the 1950s, academic research has examined the field

of production planning, scheduling and control from the-

oretical, methodological, practical, and empirical aspect

(see e.g. [21]). Literature offers insights into the topic

based on case studies representing different types of pro-

duction companies, such as garment manufacturers, bev-

erage production, pharmaceutical industry, mechanical or

electrical engineering, or for different type of manufac-

turing and/or planning systems such as automated manu-

facturing systems or hierarchical planning systems (e.g. [3,

12, 13, 14, 19, 23]). Research also looks at the production

planning problem whether it occurs for one or multiple

products respectively in one or multiple periods (e.g. [5]).

A major interest lies in the optimisation of production

systems (e.g. [1, 21]).

From a logistical point of view, production systems are

part of the general supply network of industry, trade and

consumers. They are central units of the business networks

of manufacturing companies and transform input material

into physical goods. Accordingly, production logistics is

dealing with planning, organising and scheduling of pro-

duction orders and assembling orders [9]. As logistic net-

works supply the input and distribute the output of

production systems, production and logistics are closely

interrelated. Production planning without taking logistics

into account is as incomplete as logistics without consid-

ering production.

This paper shows that many strategies, methods and

procedures of logistics, in particular the limit performance

laws, can be applied also for production planning and

scheduling [1, 2, 11]. As compared to other production

planning frameworks (see e.g. [16]) the proposed proce-

dure has been derived as well from theoretical consider-

ations as from practical insights stemming from successful

implementation and experiences from several industries

such as tobacco, chemical, beverages, plastic, metal,

machines and car industry.

First, an overview to modes and types of production

systems is given. This is followed by the presentation of the

general limit performance law which holds for any per-

formance station. By application of the limit performance

law to elementary production stations, strategies and rules

for planning, scheduling and optimisation of production

systems are derived. The next section presents procedures

for production planning and scheduling from a strategic

and tactical point of view. Furthermore, links to scheduling
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of procurement and dispatch are discussed and strategies

for the avoidance of bottlenecks are developed. The paper

ends with a summary and an outlook for future research.

2 Modes and types of production

Production systems are multi-stage networks of elementary

production stations which are either directly linked by

conveyors and transport means or indirectly connected via

intermediate buffers and storages. A single production

station transforms input, such as raw material, parts, pre-

products or modules, with the help of people, machines and

other resources into products. The production units PUr and

quantities mr [PUr/PO] of the products Pr, r = 1,2, …, NP,

and the required completion dates are given by production

orders [PO]. A production order inflow kPO [PO/PE]

requiring the mean order quantities mr for products Pr

causes a partial production demand kr = mr�kPO [PUr/PE].

The task of production planning and scheduling (PPS) is

to enable and to ensure the execution of incoming orders in

due time at lowest costs. The solution of this task depends

on the production mode and on the type of the production

system [6, 8, 10–12, 15]. The basic production modes are:

• Cyclic production: In a discontinuous process, discrete

product units, which can be single pieces or filled

packages, bottles or load units, are generated within

certain cycle times.

• Process production: In a steady process, continuous

goods, such as gas, liquids, bulk or long material, are

produced during longer time without interruption.

The discrete results of a cyclic production are immedi-

ately conveyed to other production stations, directly

delivered to customers or kept for short time in a buffer or

for longer time in a store. The continuous output of process

production is generally buffered in tanks, silos or stores for

mass products, from which succeeding production, con-

sumption, packing or bottling stations are supplied.

The different possibilities of coupling single production

stations define the basic production types [17, 20, 22]:

• In workshop production, the single production stations

are separated by order buffers and material buffers. The

workshop stations generate, parallel or in sequence, the

required goods in isolated part processes.

• In line production, several production stations are

directly connected in sequence without buffers and

supplied from outside with input material via interme-

diate buffers. They generate products in successive

process steps.

• In network production, a buffer-less main performance

chain generates the final products stepwise from input

material, modules and parts, which are directly pro-

vided by supply chains without intermediate buffers.

Workshop production is more adequate for small orders

with changing products, whereas line production becomes

economic with larger orders for the same product. How-

ever, by reduction of setup times, standardisation of com-

ponents and professional variant management, line

production can also be made effective for smaller lots of

changing products. Hence, the traditional equalisation of

workshop production with small lots and of line production

with large lots is no longer valid [24].

Nowadays, many different combinations and hybrid

forms of the basic production types can be found in busi-

ness practice. Some industries, such as the automotive

industry or computer assembling, have aimed for an

extended network production with just-in-time-provision of

parts and modules. However, extreme JIT-production net-

works are generally unreliable and not cost-optimal [9].

3 Production capability

From a logistic aspect, a production system is a special

performance system. It is a network of connected ele-

mentary production stations which are arranged in com-

pounded stations, function modules or production plants.

The single production stations generate from input

material due to orders and commands tangible outputs,

such as material, industrial products or consumer goods.

For this task the production stations require resources,

such as persons, areas, buildings, machines and equip-

ment. The technological production process can be an

extraction, manufacturing, refinement, machining, assem-

bling or a filling process [19]. Production planning and

scheduling has to ensure that the production orders are

executed due to the promised delivery dates at lowest

costs. For this purpose, the capability of all performance

stations, which are necessary for the order execution,

must be known.

An elementary production station PS(n, m), which

transforms n partial input flows kq [MUq/PE] of materials

Mq, q = 1,2, …, n, with material units MUq into m partial

output flows kr [PUr/PE] of products Pr, r = 1,2, …, m,

with production units PUr, is an irreducible performance

station of type (n, m) and order n ? m as defined in [11]. It

is not decomposable without loosing its function. The

capability of such a station is determined by its limit

performances, i.e. by the maximal input, output and/or

throughput. They depend on the performance process and

on the number of functions a station can execute. Hence,

the formula for limit performances, the allocation, operat-

ing and scheduling strategies and the general limit
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performance and queuing laws of logistics can be trans-

ferred to production systems [2, 11].

3.1 Limit performances and switch times

For discrete goods, the input to a production station is

specified by a bill of material, for continuous goods by a

recipe. The bill of material respectively the recipe deter-

mines the quantities mqr [MUq/PUr] of input materials Mq

measured in material units MUq, which are necessary to

generate one output unit PUr of product Pr. Using the bill

of material, requirement planning (MRP) can calculate the

input flows kq [MUq/PE] of a production station from the

output flows kr [PUs/PE] by the sum:

kq ¼
X

r

mqr � kr MUq=PE
� �

: ð1Þ

The output flows kr are determined by the current

production performances or by future requirements. They

result either from the expected customer orders or from the

supply orders of succeeding production stations, which are

derived from customer orders with the corresponding bills

of materials.

The production capability, i.e. the maximal periodical

output of products Pr, is determined by the limit perfor-

mances and switch times of the elementary performance

stations of a production network:

• The partial production limit performance lr [PUr/PE] is

the maximal production performance if only product Pr

is produced.

• The product switch time Trs [PE] is the minimal time

needed for changing or switching from product Pr to

product Ps.

The product switch times are elements of the switch

time matrix Trs. They are setup times or changeover times,

which in some cases can be longer than the pure technical

setup times [11].

The preparation time until the first start of the station for

orders of product Pr is the initial setup time. The initial

setup time and the interruption time, that is needed regu-

larly after a maximal output mrmax in order to clean and

maintain the station, can be taken into account as eigen-set

up time Trr [PE] which are written in the diagonal of the

switch time matrix.

The switch time multiplied with the cost rate of the

station plus the costs for start-up losses, e.g. for waste,

gives the switch costs, respectively the setup costs. They

are of central importance for cost optimal scheduling of

orders and inventories in supply chains. Analogous to the

relation for the limit performance of a source [9, 11],

the partial limit performances of a cyclic production are

given by:

lr ¼ c=sr cð Þ PUr=PE½ �: ð2Þ

Herein, sr(c) is the cycle time for producing or the

service time for processing a charge, lot or batch of c

output units. For batch size c = 1, it is a single unit

production and for batch sizes c [ 1 a batch wise

production. In a batch wise production, fixed quantities c

of the same product are produced, processed and completed

in one process cycle. The charge or batch size c is

determined by the capacity of the production station, such

as a melting furnace, kiln or electro-coating station, and by

the capacity of the employed load carriers.

3.2 Limit performance law of production

The total utilisation of a production station is the sum of

the productive utilisation qprod for the generation of useful

output and the unproductive utilisation qunpr for setup und

switching. The partial utilisations of a station with the

partial outflows kr and limit performances lr are qr =

kr/lr. A switching frequency mrs with switch times Trs

causes the switching occupation qrs = mrs�Trs. The sum

qtot ¼ qprod þ qunpr ¼
X

r

kr=lr þ
X

r;s

mrs � Trs %½ � ð3Þ

which includes all regular interruptions for cleaning and

maintenance that happen with a cleaning frequency

mrr = kr/mrmax and eigen-setup time Trr, is the total

utilisation of a production station [2, 10]. As the total

utilisation cannot exceed 100%, i.e. due to qtot B 100%,

relation (3) leads to the limit performance law of

irreducible production stations

qprod ¼
X

r

kr=lr � 1 � qunpr ¼ 1 �
X

r;s

mrs � Trs: ð4Þ

From this limit performance law follow the availability

principles:

• The productivity of a station, i.e. its availability for

productive output, decreases with longer switch times

and with increasing switching frequency.

• If the switch times between the products differ, the

productivity depends also on the sequence of the

product changes.

If the order inflow and/or the cycle times are stochas-

tically fluctuating, an order waiting queue builds up in front

of the production station. As demonstrated by Gudehus [10,

11], a stochastic waiting queue increases over proportion-

ately with the utilisation (3) and grows infinitely when the

utilisation approaches 100%. This causes waiting times at

the bottleneck stations of a production chain or network,

and extends the production lead times. When the total

utilisation exceeds 100%, a systematic waiting queue
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grows and the order waiting time increases continuously

until the total utilisation drops again below 100%. During

the overload time the respective production station is a

critical bottleneck.

3.3 Production lead times

The production lead time is the order lead time or delivery

time for incoming orders from entering the production

system to final execution. The minimal lead time for a

product Pr with quantity mr is the sum of a switch time and

the order execution time:

TLTmin mrð Þ ¼ Trs þ mr=lr PE½ �: ð5Þ

The switch time Trs [PE] depends on the last product Ps.

For s = r, it is the initial setup time. For s = r, it is the

switch time from product Ps to product Pr. With limit

performance lr [PU/PE], the execution time for a quantity

mr [PU] is mr/lr [PE]. If the production is followed by a

ripening process, the lead time is elongated by the ripening

time. From relation (5) follow the lead time rules:

• The minimal production lead time increases with order

quantity and decreases with higher limit performance.

• Long lead times of large orders can be shortened by

execution in part orders on parallel stations or partly

later on the same station.

The minimal lead time (5) can be achieved as long as the

production station is free and no other orders with higher

priority are waiting. If the station is occupied and other

orders are waiting, the lead time is elongated by an order

waiting time, which is the sum of the switch times Tss-1

and the execution times Ts = ms/ls of the queuing orders

for products Ps with quantity ms. As ripening does not

affect the running production, the order waiting time is not

elongated by the ripening times of preceding orders.

The sum of the minimal lead times of the incoming

order for product Pr and of all waiting orders with priority

is the current production lead time:

TLTr ¼
Xr

s¼1

ðTss�1 þ ms=lsÞ PE½ �: ð6Þ

The first part of this sum is the setup time sum, the

second part the execution time sum. From relation (6)

follow the lead time principles:

• The order lead time of a production station depends on

the number and size of the waiting orders with higher

priority.

• The production lead time is elongated by higher

switching frequency, i.e. by the number of waiting

orders, and by longer switch times.

• With different switch times, the production lead time

depends on the sequence, in which the waiting orders

are executed.

Shorter production lead times can be achieved by part

orders with smaller production lots. However, part orders

increase the switching frequencies and reduce the avail-

ability for productive utilisation. The opposite influence of

smaller lot sizes and higher switching frequencies on lead

times and productivity causes the fundamental goal conflict

between efficient production and short delivery times.

4 Production planning

The objective of production planning is the efficient and

timely provision of resources and material for a future

demand [9, 10]. The tasks of long-term planning are to set

up the production network, to organise and optimise the

production processes, to develop production strategies and

to organise production scheduling. The tasks of medium-

and short-term planning are advanced resource planning

and material requirement planning [4, 17, 22, 26, 27].

Long-term production planning is performed regularly

once a year or as often as required by management. A

proven procedure of long-term planning is:

1. Optimisation of the existing production network,

respectively, design of a new production network,

i.e., selection of production technology; design of

production stations; delimitation of parallel and con-

secutive production areas or the design of production

lines and networks, which are directly connected by

conveyors and transport means or decoupled by

intermediate buffers and storages.

2. Documentation of network structure, specification of

limit performances of available production stations and

transport connections, and determination of capacities

of the necessary buffers and storage systems.

3. Segmentation of the final and intermediate products

into kanban-articles and parts, storekeeping parts and

articles and order-articles or parts [10]:

• Kanban-articles and parts are discrete mass prod-

ucts of low-value with continuous demand. As their

consumption must not be registered on a single

item basis, they can flow without IT-assistance due

to the self-regulating pull-principle from entrance

stations, production stations or storages directly to

the consumption stations.

• Storekeeping articles and parts are standard prod-

ucts with continuous demand and positive store-

keeping profit. They can be produced or procured
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anonymously and kept on stock. Their production

orders result from dynamic inventory scheduling.

• Order-articles and parts are the remaining final and

intermediate products that are produced on the

basis of customer orders

4. Definition of standard production chains and trees:

Selection and design of cost optimal production chains

or trees for the different product groups.

5. Specification and documentation of the production,

performance and storage stations, following the order

execution from the order penetration limit downstream

to the exit station.

6. Organisation of production scheduling: Development

of production strategies. Definition of the tasks of

production scheduling. Synchronisation of periods,

dates and strategies of production scheduling with

order scheduling and logistic scheduling.

By these steps of long-term planning, the network

structure and the process chains of production are estab-

lished. The results are documented in structure charts and

in process plans. For example, Fig. 1 shows the production

structure and Fig. 2 the standard production chains of a

metal processing company.

A process plan determines the sequence and connection

of production and performance stations, specifies the

technical processes and fixes the minimal lead times for

representative product groups with standard order quanti-

ties. From the partial lead times of the stations, a standard

delivery time can be calculated for the different process

plans taking into account the mean transport and waiting

times, which are expected at maximal tolerable utilisation.

The punctuality of production, i.e. the probability to

keep standard delivery times, depends on the current

demand and the variability of the orders quantities and lead

times.

If a certain process step can be executed by several

production stations, the corresponding process plan offers

different options, but leaves open which one should be

used. A standard process plan also does not fix the starting

date and the finishing date. Medium- and short-term pro-

duction planning is performed regularly in fixed planning

cycles, e.g. weekly or monthly. Well proven steps of short-

term planning are (see also [16, 28, 29]):

1. Advanced resource planning (ARP) and material

requirement planning (MRP): The weekly or monthly

demand for final products is forecasted or planned for

the next 6 or 12 months. In a retrograde procedure,

starting with the outflows of the exit stations, the

partial product flows (1) of the upstream stations are

calculated with the bill of material and allocated to the

standard process chains or trees.

2. Announcement and check of resources and material:

The results of ARP and MRP are announced to

production and external suppliers, in order to check the

required resources and capacities, and approve

feasibility.

3. Identification, adjustment and elimination of bottle-

neck stations: Potential bottlenecks are stations that

operate in peak times close to 100% utilisation. For

critical bottlenecks, the expected utilisation exceeds

100% during unacceptable long time. In order to

achieve a balanced utilisation, the limit performances

of potential bottlenecks are adjusted. As far as

possible, critical bottlenecks are eliminated.

4. Adjustment of operating and scheduling times: Work-

ing hours and operating times of the production

stations are adjusted and synchronised to the expected

demand.

The selection of the execution stations in case of several

options and the determination of the execution dates for

current orders are tasks of production scheduling. Only for

major projects and for pre-production for sales actions and

bottleneck phases, production planning fixes starting and

finishing dates.

5 Production scheduling

5.1 Objective and tasks of production scheduling

The main objective of production scheduling is to ensure

the cost optimal execution of current production orders in

due time. For this purpose, order scheduling prioritises

incoming external orders and disaggregates them due to

appropriate scheduling strategies into external procurement

orders for suppliers, internal production orders and delivery

orders. The internal orders are transferred to the produc-

tion, stores and commissioning systems, where they are

executed. Additional tasks are procurement and dispatch

scheduling [25].

The orders can be executed with promised punctuality,

if production planning has provided the necessary resour-

ces and material. Essential for business success is the

compatibility of the central order scheduling strategies with

the strategies of inventory scheduling, order picking, pro-

curement and production. Further critical factors are

adjusted period lengths and synchronised starting times of

operation and scheduling.

The goals of production scheduling are to ensure effi-

cient order execution and to keep the agreed lead times. For

this purpose, the current orders are allocated—based on

adequate production strategies—to the available resources

of production.
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5.2 Stock production or order production

Storekeeping articles can be delivered ex stock or produced

to order. From the cost opportunity of storekeeping [9]

result the delivery rules for storekeeping articles:

• Small orders with quantities less than half of the

optimal replenishment quantity and smaller than the

current stock should be delivered ex stock.

• Major orders with quantities larger than half of the

optimal replenishment quantity or larger than the

Pre-Production
cutting, stretching

lasering, punching
embossing, bending

purchased

Further
Processing

welding, grinding
drilling, punching
cramming, curtailing

Surface
Treatment

galvanising
chromatising
coating

purchased parts

Final Assembling
rivetting, screwing

assembling, retracting
functional testing
packing, labeling

Further Processing Intermediate Store I
1 SIPF

PP-L

Preproduction
Large Parts

Preproduction
Small Parts

FA-A

Entrance Buffer Preproduction EB

ST 1

reffuB-tixEreffuB-tixE

reffuB-ecnartnEreffuB-ecnartnE

Exit-Buffer

Entrance-Buffer

PP-S

Entrance-Buffer

SS F
Finished Goods

Surface Treatment I Surface Treatment II
ST 2

Manual Automatic

IS 2

FA-M

Intermediate Store II

Shipping Store

infeed

parts

Final Assembling Final Assembling

infeed

reffuB-tixEreffuB-tixE

Entrance-Buffer

Fig. 1 Production stations and

network structure of a metal

processing company

(Bottleneck stations: surface

treatment)
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current stock should be produced to order if the

required delivery time is longer than the production

lead time.

• Major orders with delivery time shorter than the lead

time are split into a make to stock-share, which is half

the size of the optimal replenishment quantity and

delivered immediately from stock, and a make to order-

share that is produced to order and delivered later.

In the long run, these delivery rules achieve a cost-

efficient share p of orders for order production and a

remaining share 1-p for production on stock in a self-

regulating way.

5.3 Dynamic production scheduling

Production scheduling can be performed statically in

longer fixed scheduling cycles, e.g. weekly or monthly, or

dynamically depending on the required punctuality or on

single events, such as arrival of an urgent order or unex-

pected interruptions. For example, daily scheduling is

necessary, if day-accurate delivery is required. Provided,

demand does not exceed the production capacity and the

required materials are available in due time, lowest pro-

duction costs and punctuality can be achieved through the

following standard production scheduling procedure:

1. For all production orders, which have arrived until

the scheduling date, the latest starting date at the

critical order penetration station is scheduled back-

ward from the delivery date with the minimal lead

times (5) of the involved stations.

2. The orders are sorted in urgency sequence with

ascending starting dates. The orders with due starting

date are scheduled with first priority for the next

production period.

3. All due orders concerning the same product Pr are

collected in series production orders SOr with

quantities mr. They generate the required output

flows kr = mr�kSOr.

4. The production orders resulting from step 3 are assigned

to the cost optimal standard process chain or tree.

5. Starting with the final station and progressing retro-

grade upstream to the order penetration points, the

input flows (1) for the single stations of the produc-

tion chain or tree, which are the output flows of the

proceeding stations, are calculated with the help of

the bill of material from the output flows.

6. For these output flows, the utilisations (3) of the

production stations are calculated from the limit

performances and switch times. In this way, the

potential bottleneck, which is the station with highest

utilisation, is identified.

7. If the switch times differ for different products, the

switch time sum for the potential bottleneck station is

minimised by optimal order sequencing.

8. If the total utilisation of the potential bottleneck

station is less than the technical availability, e.g.

gavail = 95%, steps 3–6 are repeated after adding

orders with descending urgency until the bottleneck

utilisation reaches the technical availability or until

all orders are scheduled.

9. If the total utilisation of the bottleneck station is above

availability and its operation time cannot be extended,

the station is a current bottleneck, which prevents the

punctual execution of all due orders. In this case, less

critical due orders have to be removed one by one,

following appropriate priority rules, and the steps 3–6

are repeated until utilisation is below availability.

10. With the orders of the bottleneck station, the upstream

stations are scheduled due to the pull-principle, the

downstream stations due to the push-principle.

11. Finally, the resulting production orders are transferred

to the internal production stations and the procure-

ment orders to the suppliers and storage stations.

standard production chain

AFSTSIPPEB
AS 1

FT
1 1

SS
F

SSAFSISIPPEB

IS
2

F

EB PP IS FA SS

S 1

F

EB PP FA SS

S 1

F
IS
2S A

ST
1

A

ST
1

ST
1

2 A

Fig. 2 Standard production

chains of a metal processing

company (production structure,

see Fig. 1, Bottleneck stations:

surface treatment)
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The steps of the standard production procedure are

performed after the last scheduling period has ended and

before the next period starts. This can be done manually by

people only in longer scheduling cycles for small numbers

of stations, orders and products. For shorter cycles, many

orders, longer production chains and extended production

networks, it requires suitable production planning and

scheduling software.

5.4 Additional rules and strategies

When implementing the above dynamic production

scheduling procedure, the following rules and strategies

should be additionally taken into account:

• The length of the scheduling periods is determined by

the required punctuality, e.g. when aiming at day-

accurate delivery daily scheduling is necessary [8, 9].

• The scheduling periods of production should not be

longer then the periods of order scheduling.

• If the limit performances refer to hours and switch

times are measured in hours, formula (5) gives the lead

time in hours.

• For calculating the utilisation (3), the daily production

demand and flows have to be divided by the actual

number of operating hours per day. This holds for fixed

and for varying operating times.

• A breathing factory with flexible working hours adapts

the operating times dynamically to the current perfor-

mance demand and can prevent bottlenecks to a certain

extend.

• Not only un-started orders but also the un-completed

orders of the previous day are newly scheduled.

If a production network offers several production sta-

tions or chains for the same order with different costs,

minimal costs are achieved by

• Cost optimal allocation where each order is allocated to

the production station or chain, which can execute it at

lowest order costs.

The order costs are the sum of the quantity-independent

setup cost and the quantity-dependent execution costs. If

the order costs for the optional stations are equal or

unknown, optimal utilisation of parallel stations is

achievable by

• Dynamic balanced allocation where the orders are

allocated to the lowest utilised station. When the mean

utilisation of all running stations exceeds 90% for a

certain time, another station is added, if it is available.

If the overall utilisation falls below ((N - 1)/N)�80%,

the station with the lowest utilisation is closed.

With dynamic adding and closing of stations, the mean

utilisation is kept between 80 and 90% and longer waiting

queues and waiting times are avoided.

6 Procurement and dispatch scheduling

Procurement scheduling and dispatch scheduling are clo-

sely connected with production scheduling: Procurement

scheduling takes care of the cost optimal and punctual

provision of material and parts from external suppliers. It

receives orders from production and inventory scheduling.

Dispatch scheduling is responsible for the cost optimal and

punctual delivery of the finished orders to customers.

Basic strategies of procurement are procurement on

stock and procurement on order, either advanced or just-in-

time (see e.g. [7, 9, 18]). Dispatch scheduling can be per-

formed by a scheduling centre, a local dispatch department

or a logistic service provider who is responsible for storing,

commissioning and delivery. In order to avoid self-opti-

misation and to ensure maximal consolidation and cost

optimal dispatch, clear dispatch rules should guide the

operations of the dispatch department or logistic service

provider. Approved dispatch rules are:

• Several single customer orders that are due at the same

delivery date are consolidated in a single shipment and

delivered in the most cost-efficient manner.

• If customers agree upon fixed delivery dates, such as a

delivery on every second day or once a week, all

deliveries are collected in an intermediate buffer until

the due date is reached and delivered as a whole.

• Further consolidation is achieved by collection of

shipments destined for different customers in a region

or country that can be shipped on the same day.

The consolidated shipments are picked up either by a

parcel service provider or a freight forwarder in full or

part truck loads and transferred to the next transhipment

point. Shipments of sufficient quantity can be transported

directly to the transhipment station in the target region.

This is especially efficient for shipments to distant

countries.

Order scheduling also decides whether articles produced

on order should be shipped directly ex factory or via a

dispatch logistic centre. This decision depends on the order

content, the logistic costs and on the technical equipment in

the production and in the logistic centre. If the proper

equipment is available, standard rules for ex factory ship-

ment are:

• Shipment ex factory is necessary for urgent single-item

orders or part order deliveries, if the delivery date can

only be kept by direct delivery.
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• Direct delivery ex factory is more economic for large,

heavy and bulky parts, machines and aggregates, which

are packed for shipment at the end of the production.

• Direct delivery ex factory is faster and more economic

for large quantities, which can be shipped in full pallets

as part or full loads on trucks or trains.

In the last case, producing into the transport means is

optimal. Standard rules for shipment via a logistic centre are:

• Delivery via a logistic centre is necessary for the

complete delivery of multi-position orders with store-

keeping articles and/or order articles from several

production areas.

• Dispatch via a logistic centre is cheaper for small

quantity orders due to more efficient storing, commis-

sioning and packaging.

• A logistic centre enables consolidation of shipments to

different customers in the same region of destination.

These dispatch rules as well as the standard production

strategies can be realised by decision-based scheduling

software, which proposes the cost optimal execution and

delivery mode for each order.

7 Bottleneck strategies

Future peaks in demand and potential bottlenecks are

identified in advance during the medium-term planning for

the forecasted demand. The total demand kPS(t) for a

production station PS in a future period t is the sum of the

demand of all articles or products Pr which will be exe-

cuted by this station:

kPS tð Þ ¼
X

r

kr tð Þ PU=PE½ �: ð7Þ

For the advanced identification of bottlenecks, the

demand structure, given by the structural weights

gr = kr/k, and the mean switch time loss per production

unit sSTm of the past can be assumed to hold also in the

future. With these values the effective limit performance of

a production station PS is:

lPS ¼
X

r

gr=lr þ sSTm

 !�1

PE=PU½ �: ð8Þ

In periods where the total demand does not exceed the

effective limit performance, i.e. for kPS(t) \ lPS, all orders

can be executed within the standard lead times. If for a

bottleneck phase of length TBN, the demand exceeds the

limit performance (8), the production becomes a critical

bottle neck. During the periods t of the bottleneck phase

TBN an order backlog accumulates which is equal to the

excess demand:

Dex ¼
X

t2TBN

ðkr tð Þ � lPSÞ PU½ �: ð9Þ

If the demand in previous periods is less then the limit

performance, the order backlog can be reduced or even

avoided by advanced production of bottleneck articles.

Suitable scheduling software recognises and announces

bottleneck phases, calculates the accumulating excess

demand (9) and generates pre-production orders using the

excess capacity in periods with low utilisation.

The disadvantage of pre-production for bottleneck

phases is a higher stock with all its costs and risks. This

leads to the pre-production recommendation:

• The scheduler, not the scheduling program should

decide on advanced production or procurement in

agreement with the sales department and management.

For different articles that are produced by the same

bottleneck station holds the pre-production selection rule:

• Articles with the highest and most reliable sales

frequency should be pre-produced first and kept on

stock for the bottleneck phase.

• If two articles have equally high and reliable sales

frequency, the one with the lower value should be pre-

produced first in order to save inventory interest.

These selection rules prevent a production of non-sale-

able and high value articles and long storing times in case,

that the demand does not reach the expected peak or even

drops. The best selling articles can be produced in very

cost-efficient lot sizes during periods of low utilisation.

If pre-production is impossible or insufficient and the

production demand exceeds the limit performance for more

than one period, the respective production station becomes

a critical bottleneck. During this time, order backlogs and

longer lead times are unavoidable. In such a case, the

limited resources should be allocated to the customers by

the scheduler, not by the program. In order to avoid con-

flicts and unfounded decisions, it is recommended to agree

in advance about appropriate bottleneck allocation rules

such as first come first served, profit margin, absolute

profit, urgency, customer importance, out-of-stock costs or

related to the regular demand. The fairest allocation is last

rule, i.e., the limited production output is allocated in

relation to demand of the regular customers in normal

times.

If production supplies several consumption stations of

an extended supply network, central scheduling is essential

during bottleneck periods in order to keep the allocation

rules. It holds generally that:

• Local scheduling by de-central consumption stations,

e.g. by sales outlets or small customers, is satisfactory
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if the products are distributed via a store-keeping

logistic centre, as long as the production capacities are

sufficient.

• Central scheduling is necessary for order products and

if shortages and bottlenecks are expected.

Pre-production is not feasable, if the bottleneck phase

lasts for a long time. Possibilities in such situation are

increasing the prices, outsourcing of critical production or

investment into new production facilities.

8 Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to present how useful

strategies, rules and standard procedures for production

planning, scheduling and optimisation can be derived from

the logistic aspect. They result from the general limit

performance laws of logistics and offer feasible solutions

for many practical production problems. It would be an

interesting task for research to test the limit performance

laws for the different production systems by stochastic

simulation as it has been done successfully for logistic

systems [1, 11].
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